Replies to the interactive comment by W. Becker (Referee)
RC:
This paper presents a comparison of six sensitivity analysis approaches on three hydrological
models. The methods in question are the Sobol’ method, eFAST, the methodof Morris (elementary
effects), LH-OAT, RSA, and PAWN. The authors calculate measures of effectiveness (a rough
comparison of the results between methods), efficiency (minimum runs required to reach some
criteria of “effective results”), and convergence (calculation of confidence intervals using bootstrap).
The paper is reasonably clear, but unfortunately it lacks focus and novelty. To begin with the latter,
the paper does not really add anything over previous comparison studies. It compares one
reasonably-new approach (PAWN, although this is very similar to more established momentindependent methods), but compares it to well-established methods that have been around for a long
time, and subject to many comparisons. Even inside the hydrology domain, there have been many
comparisons of sensitivity analysis techniques, as noted by the authors. To add novelty in this
respect, the authors would have to look at very recent developments in sensitivity analysis, perhaps
including the latest metamodeling techniques, or methods that account for correlations between
input parameters, multivariate output, or other more cutting-edge topics in sensitivity analysis.
REPLY. Indeed, we agree the paper does not go beyond the comparison methods employed
earlier. As it is seen from the title, the purpose was however to present the “practical experience
and framework”, based on several examples and methods which could be useful for
practitioners. We agree we could have gone further and cover the mentioned areas, but the
scope of this study was limited, mainly by time, and it is planned to extend the scope.
RC:
From the perspective of focus, it is not really clear precisely what the authors are trying to investigate
with this paper. Their main conclusions seem to be that all the methods are useful, but one should
be careful to ensure that results have converged, and that different methods anyway interpret
sensitivity in different ways. This kind of advice can be found in textbooks, so it is not really
publishable material. In order to improve the focus of the paper, the authors should consider focusing
a bit more: for example, are these results particular to their models, and to what extent can they be
generalised? How do their results compare with other comparisons, and why might theirs be
different? What is it about their models that makes one method more suitable than another, for
example in terms of input distributions, dimensionality, degree of nonlinearity and so on? If the
paper could give some kind of more in-depth analysis of why certain methods perform better than
others, that would already help. However as it is, there is really nothing that a reader can take away
from the paper that cannot be found in many other places.
REPLY. We appreciate these comments. Again, intention was to orient practitioners and to
systematically compare the methods w.r.t. the important criteria (effectiveness, efficiency,
convergence, implementation, etc.) on a number of cases and models. We agree the analysis in
this study could have been deeper.

RC:
To summarise, to be novel, a comparison study should either study very recent methods that have
not been subject to comparisons so far, or (and) go into a level of depth that uncovers new
conclusions about the methods in question. While the authors made an attempt to look at different
aspects performance, the conclusions they draw show that no real novelty has been produced here.
Therefore I must recommend a rejection.
REPLY. Accepted. Our intention was, as it can be seen from the title, to present the “practical
experience and framework”, and to give additional orientation for practitioners, but we realise
(also taking into account the other referees’ comments) that in the present form the study is not
deep enough to be presented as a “research paper” in HESS.
Thank you very much for the attention to this paper, and for the useful comments.
We would like to thank Dr Becker for the thoughtful review, clearly pointing out the
deficiencies, and providing valuable suggestions.
We will be evaluating our options concerning extension and deepening of this research (which
requires resources), and the target audience of this paper.

